How to create slides that rock

BY SLIDES THAT ROCK
Our five design principles

BY SLIDES THAT ROCK
Your MESSAGE
What do you want youraudience to remember afterwards?
Most of us only remember

3 THINGS

so get focused!
Pick the 3 most CRITICAL things
Keep it SIMPLE
Less is MORE
1 Slide
Message
People should get your slide in 3 SECONDS
Cool

Fonts
Standard fonts are BORING and overused
Times New Roman
Arial
Calibri
Courier
Comic Sans
You can do BETTER
Lobster Two

BEBAS NEUE

Glode

Korolev

Cantarell
Only use 2-3 different styles in each presentation
Stunning IMAGES
Let people see your message
Use **QUALITY** images with meaning
Awesome COLORS
Pick a color SCHEME that fits your theme
Use colors that work TOGETHER
Our five design principles

BY SLIDES THAT ROCK
1. Your MESSAGE
2. Keep it SIMPLE
3. Cool FONTS
4. Stunning IMAGES
5. Awesome COLORS
GO ROCK
your audience!
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BY SLIDES THAT ROCK
slides that rock

www.slidesthatrock.com